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MTVEST— A User's Manual
A Computer Program to Evaluate 
Forestry Investment Opportunities
by
Hans R. Zuuring 
Ervin G. Schuster
Decision-making in forestry often involves analyzing forestry pro­
jects and programs as alternative investment opportunities. MTVEST is 
a computer program designed to help users evaluate these investments. 
Data input requirements are extremely flexible, including formatted, 
conversational and free-format modes. The program accepts up to 100 
base problems and alternatives, up to 300 individual records in the 
primary data input file and up to 100 individual cost and revenue 
records per base problem or alternative. Records can be associated 
with single payments, equal annual payments and payments involving 
constant change. Discount rates of 5 and 10 percent are automatically 
provided; users specify up to three additional rates. Provision is 
made for inflation and real value increase. This manual presents an 
overview of MTVEST, explains data organization and program features, 
provides examples of data input and output, and discusses computer 
limitations.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most difficult aspects of decision-making in forestry 
is development of appropriate analysis to help select a particular 
opportunity or alternative from a set of management opportunities or 
program alternatives. Choices available to the decision-maker typi­
cally share some common elements— they all involve allocating valuable 
economic resources with the anticipated result being later production 
of valuable commodity outputs. Production processes of this nature 
are capital intensive, involving decisions that fundamentally increase 
the stock of capital over time. They are truly investment decisions.
Investment decisions in forestry can be relatively simple or 
highly complex. Simple decisions call for the manager to select from
Hans R. Zuuring is station biometrician, Montana Forest and Con­
servation Experiment Station, School of Forestry, University of Mon­
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two or more management opportunities. Should a timber stand be 
thinned to a basal area of 80 or 200 square feet per acre? Should 
a manager invest in additional campsites or take these same dollars 
and construct a new interpretive facility? More complex choices may 
involve different systems of range or timber management. The complex 
situations differ from the more simple ones in that the complex 
program alternatives amount to unique aggregations of Individual pro­
jects and management opportunities. The difference between program 
and project decisions is a matter of scope, not concept.
The basis for choice among forestry projects or programs depends 
on the specific situation. Organizations differ; managers differ; de­
cisions differ. Some decisions may place environmental considerations 
foremost; others, physical output. But for a wide range of decisions, 
economic considerations may dominate or at least play some role in 
choice. When economic considerations are important, an economic effi­
ciency analysis is appropriate. This type of analysis addresses the 
efficiency of resource use. It is often called an investment analysis, 
assessing the relationship between the economic value of inputs and 
outputs over time.
MTVEST is a computer program designed to help assess the economic 
efficiency of forestry investment alternatives, be they projects or 
programs. The MTVEST computer program can be executed by remote ter­
minal or batch, using punched cards, magnetic tape or disk as the 
input medium. How program execution occurs depends on the con­
figuration of the computer system available to the user. The purpose 
of MTVEST is to provide one computer program that meets a wide variety 
of needs, is simple to operate, and provides comprehensive output in a 
readily understandable format. The main advantage of MTVEST over 
other similar programs Is its input and output flexibility.2 Data 
input can be accomplished via any one of three modes: conversational, 
free-format, or fixed-format. Output takes the form of several tables 
displaying data inputs, project rankings on the basis of several cri­
teria, and other desired project comparisons. Investment criteria in­
clude present net worth, internal rate of return, benefit-cost ratio, 
land expectation value, and annual equivalent value.3 Capability for
2MTVEST has its roots in the U.S. Forest Service's INVEST III: An 
Analytical Aid for Program Planning and Evaluation, developed in 1972 
and revised in 1974.
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The interested user can consult any of several forestry texts 
that discuss the relative merits of the above investment criteria:
Davis, Kenneth P. 1966. Forest Management: Regulation and Valuation. 
McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Duerr, William A. 1960. Fundamentals of Forestry Economics. McGraw- 
Hill Book Company.
Gregory, C. Robinson. 1972. Forest Resource Economics. John Wiley & 
Sons.
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sensitivity analysis together with inflation and real value increase 
is provided.
This manual contains sufficient instructions and explanations that 
users familiar with the principles of investment analysis and 
acquainted with computer usage can successfully execute the MTVEST 
program with little or no additional assistance. Users are encouraged 
to read this manual prior to execution attempts.
MTVEST— AN OVERVIEW
MTVEST is a computer program written in FORTRAN IV language. It 
performs economic analyses on a data input file which fully describes 
the costs and benefits of a set of forestry investment opportunities, 
be they projects or programs. Economic dimensions of the investment 
opportunities are organized into "base" problems and "alternatives" to 
the base problem. A base problem simply consists of a series of data 
records necessary to describe an investment opportunity; associated 
alternatives consist of a series of modified base problem data 
records. Alternatives to a base problem are created by changing, 
adding to, or deleting data from the base problem. The base 
problem(s) and alternative(s) data records form an ordered series of 
entries which are read by MTVEST as a data input file.
Data records are classified into seven types which are placed in a 
specific sequence. As discussed in the Data Organization Section, 
each type of record (termed a record-type) contains unique data ele­
ments (information) which are arranged in a specific order. The most 
frequently occurring data record is the Record-type 6 which contains 
information about a specific cost or benefit associated with a base 
problem or alternative. Other record-types provide MTVEST with la­
beling information, discount rates, and special instructions. MTVEST 
can process up to a combined total of 100 base problems and alterna­
tives, up to a total of 300 data records added over all base problems 
and alternatives, and up to 100 Record-type 6 data lines within a base 
problem or alternative.
Once the user has decided how to organize forestry investment 
opportunities into base problems and alternatives and how to charac­
terize each in terms of records, he or she must create the data input 
file. Input data sets can be provided to MTVEST via any one of three 
modes: conversational (interactive), fixed or free-formatted (batch), 
as discussed later in the Data Input and Output section. In the con­
versational mode, the user creates an input data file by responding to 
a series of questions posed by the computer when MTVEST is executed. 
In the other two modes, the user creates the input data file prior to 
MTVEST execution. All modes are discussed in the Data Input and Out­
put section.
MTVEST can perform a wide variety of economic analyses through a 
series of special program features. Some of these analyses are pro­
vided automatically while others must be activated. MTVEST will per-
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form the following analyses on each project: discounted costs and 
revenues of project items at a user-specified discount rate and a sum­
mary project evaluation on the basis of benefit-cost (B/C) ratio, pre­
sent net worth (PNW), annual equivalent value (AEV), and land expecta­
tion value (LEV), each at five discount rates, together with project 
internal rate of return (1RR). Depending on user's desire and the 
number of projects being evaluated, MTVEST can additionally provide 
sensitivity analysis, detailed item comparisons (A and B Option), ana­
lysis of opportunity costs (Opportunity Cost Feature), aggregation of 
similar cost and benefit items (Combination Feature), comparison and 
ranking of all projects (both base problems and alternatives) by eight 
investment criteria, and a marginal analysis summary. These features 
(automatic and optional) are discussed in the Program Features 
section.
Although MTVEST was written to operate on a particular computer 
system, efforts were made to minimize the difficulty of transferring 
the program to other computer systems, such as IBM, UNIVAC, and CDC. 
FORTRAN statements peculiar to and the naming and manipulation of 
files on the University of Montana DEC 20 (Digital Equipment Corpora­
tion) computer system are presented in the Computer Considerations 
section.
DATA ORGANIZATION
The data for MTVEST can be entered in several different ways; 
these will be discussed later. But the organization of the data must 
be exactly the same.
Base Problems and Alternatives
MTVEST is simple in concept, designed to minimize the amount of 
data that must be specified or provided; it does this through elimina­
tion of input data duplication. The principle underlying MTVEST is 
that of the “base*' problem and "alternatives to the base." A base 
problem is a set of information that fully describes an investment 
situation in terms of the elements of value flow— level, timing, and 
type of cost or benefit. Here is how it works: enter all the data 
needed to specify the base problem; data for alternatives are entered 
only where an alternative differs from the base problem. That is, 
MTVEST automatically ascribes to an alternative every piece of data in 
the base problem. Users then specify data for each alternative by 
adding data to, modifying, and deleting data from the base problem. 
This MTVEST feature not only helps minimize entry of duplicate data 
but also eliminates initial confusion for inexperienced users.
MTVEST users should determine the best way to organize data before 
attempting to create an input data file. All program features in 
MTVEST are applicable to both base problems and alternatives to the 
base. Users should seek the optimal combination of base problems and
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alternatives on the basis of desired results and data input effort. A 
single run of MTVEST is limited as follows:
Number of Base Problems: 1 to nj
Number of Alternatives to Base Problems: 1 to no
... such that nj + no 100
Whether users choose to organize data around multiple base prob­
lems or around multiple alternatives depends mainly on how similar the 
investment opportunities are in terms of common data elements. In 
general, if the investment opportunities are totally dissimilar, enter 
each as a separate base problem. If they are similar, consider a base 
problem with multiple alternatives. If the opportunities are mixed 
regarding similarity, users may wish to enter those quite different 
opportunities as separate base problems and group the similar ones 
into one or more base problems, each with multiple alternatives. 
Always remember that the primary reason MTVEST uses the concept of 
base problems is to provide a very efficient means of specifying data 
for alternatives. The main advantage of this convention is apparent 
when several forestry investment opportunities have numerous common 
cost or benefit items. Rather than repeatedly entering these com­
mon items the users can place them into a base problem and then 
fully specify each alternative by adding items to data in the base 
problem. In this case, the base problem will not represent an actual 
investment opportunity; but when these data are combined with addi­
tional data specified for the alternatives, the alternatives 
constitute the set of opportunities being evaluated. As users gain 
experience with MTVEST, the flexibility and significance of this 
feature will become increasingly clear. The data file (MTVEST.FOR) 
reproduced in Appendix II illustrates the distinction between a base 
problem and alternatives to the base. Inspect the fourth and tenth 
data lines in that file. The fourth data line begins "B 0 1" where
?“  refers to the first base problem and the zero (0) means
fhd8^  ° I!® (dat® llne8 5~9) are not for an alternative. The
“  ^  br n8 A 1 1" where the second one (1) means this
the8flata < *a8e ? Tohlem and the ^ s t  one (1) means that
. f /  ^  8 (dfta llneS H -end> ar* *>r the first alternative 
nrohll . 7  , problem. That file was constructed with one base
problem and one alternative to that base problem.
Data Records— Sequence
. o Z  ? PUt records t0 >* and sequenced Inorder- “ ch corresponding to a line of data and/or informa-
111 t a f o ^ ! « . ”  C°ntal" 311 data nece88ary for calculations andall information necessary to correctly label output.
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MTVEST uses up to seven different types of records to fully spe­
cify a data input file:




Identifies the subunit in the organization using 
MTVEST.
Identifies the analyst's name.
Record-type 4. Identifies a major level of project or program.
It is used to signal MTVEST that a new base prob­
lem or alternative is to be specified. Also used 
to activate the A and B Options (Discussed in 
Program Features section) of MTVEST.
Record-type 5. Identifies the name for the specific investment 
opportunity being evaluated, and provides MTVEST 
with information on discount rates and gen­
eral price-level changes.
NOTE: Record-types 1 through 5 provide infor­
mation to label output tables.
Record-type 6. Provides MTVEST with necessary data to fully spe­
cify one cost or benefit item. Used to change, 
add, or delete data.
Record-type 7. Used to activate MTVEST's sensitivity analysis op­
tion.
Certain rules governing the sequence of data record entry must be 
followed:
Situation Record-type Required Sequence





Record-type 6 ... use as many as
appropriate
Record-type 7 ... use as appropriate
First Alternative to Record-type 4
Original Base Record-type 5
Record-type 6 ... use as many as
appropriate 
... use as appropriateRecord-type 7
7
Other Alternatives to 
Original Base
Same as first alternative to origi­
nal base.




Same as first alternative to origi­
nal base
Readers who want a clearer understanding of record-type entries should 
refer to the data input file (MTVEST.POR) reproduced in Appendix II. 
The first column of numbers in the file refers to record-type identi­
fiers 1-7 and B-A (modifications of Record-type 4 to be discussed 
later). Each record-type consists of a unique set of data elements. 
Appendix V is a coding form designed for use with MTVEST. The infor­
mation called for on the coding form is developed (without labels) 
into the data input file (Appendix V). The reader may refer to this 
form to better understand the use of record-types.
Data Records —  Required Information
Each record-type used by MTVEST is limited to 80 characters. This 
restriction provides continuity between the various modes of data 
entry, especially punched cards. The following discusses the meaning 
of each record-type and the columnar data format required for each of 
the seven record-types when the data input file is formatted. If this 
file is free-formatted or constructed conversationally, the columnar 
format is irrelevant but the sequence of information is still appro­
priate. Data in numeric fields are always right justified. Data are 
always left justified in alphanumeric fields. The primary data input 
file may contain up to 300 individual records (Record-types 1-7).
Record-type 1
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter ”1"
Col. 2-29 Forestry organization: enter name of organi­
zation, using up to 28 alphanumeric char­
acters, including spaces.
Record-type 2
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "2”
Organizational subdivision: enter name of 
department, division, district or other unit 





Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "3"
Col. 2-29 Name of analyst; enter user's name using up
to 28 MTVEST alphanumeric characters, includ­
ing spaces.
Record-type 4
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "4" (or ”B" or
"A")
NOTE: If the user wants to activate the A and
B Option feature of MTVEST (discussed in the 
Program Feature section), the record-type 
identifier "4" is replaced by ”B” for any base 
problem and an "A” for any number of asso­
ciated alternatives.
Col. 2-4 Alternative identifier: enter "0” for any
base problem; enter ”1” for first alternative 
to any specified base problem, or "2" for 
second alternative, and so forth up to a maxi­
mum of 100 different base problems and alter­
natives .
Col. 5-8 Base problem identifier: enter "1” for first
base problem, "2" for second, and so forth up 
to a maximum of 100 different base problems 
and alternatives.
Col. 9-36 Name of project or program: enter general
description of problem being evaluated using 
up to 28 alphanumeric characters, including 
spaces.
Record-type 5
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "5"
Col. 2-29 Name of base problem or alternative: enter a
specific description of the problem that is to 
follow using up to 28 alphanumeric characters, 
including spaces.
NOTE: This name is used extensively to label
output. Therefore, the user should provide 
the most descriptive name possible.
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Col. 30-53 Annual-based percentages: enter four per­
centages (discussed in Program Feature sec­
tion) as a decimal with zero, one or two 
significant digits ranging from 0. to 999., or 
0.00 to 999.99. Percentages can also be 
entered as integers without decimals, i.e. 10 
instead of 10.00. A blank field implies 0.00. 
MTVEST automatically uses discount rates of 
5.00 and 10.00.
Col. 30-35: Enter optional discount rate //I
Col. 36-41: Enter optional discount rate //2
Col. 42-47: Enter ranking discount rate.
This may be one of five rates: 
5.00, 10.00, optional #1, option­
al #2, or some newly-specified 
ranking rate. Users should se­
lect the ranking rate as the rate 
of primary concern since most 
MTVEST output will be specified 
on the basis of the ranking rate 
selected.
Col. 48-53 Enter change in the general level 
of prices. This feature is used 
only when analysis is based on 
current dollars (discussed in 
Program Feature section). For 
example, a seven percent rate of 
inflation is entered 7.00 while a 
three percent rate of deflation 
is entered -3.00.
Record-type 6
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "6"
Col. 2-4 Item sequence number: enter a "1” for the
first item, "2" for the second item, and so 
forth up to a total of 100 items (Record-type 
6) for any base problem or alternative.
NOTE: Enter item numbers in sequence. Addi­
tional numbers needed to fully specify the 
first alternative to a base must begin with 
the number following the last number used in
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the base. Additional sequence numbers needed 
to fully specify the second alternative follow 
the last number used on the first alternative, 
and so forth.
NOTE: Each new base problem begins with item 
sequence number "1.” Sequence numbers used 
for subsequent alternatives follow as de­
scribed above.
NOTE: The following applies to changing base 
problem data within an alternative to a base. 
To delete a base problem entry, use Record- 
type 6; enter information into columns 1, and 
2-4, as indicated above, using base problem 
sequence number; leave all other columns 
blank. To modify a base problem, use Record- 
type 6; enter all information described in 
this section, but again use the base prob­
lem sequence number identifying the entry 
being changed.
NOTE: A given sequence number may not be used 
more than once within a base problem or within 
an alternative to a base.
NOTE: Changes made to a base problem (data 
additions, deletions, or modifications) which 
are needed to fully specify a given alterna­
tive will only apply to that alternative. To 
apply any or all of those changes to another 
alternative, each change must be repeated 
for that alternative.
Col. 5 Leave blank
Col. 6-33 Item description: enter information sufficient
to label an item, by description and combina­
tion grouping, if desired. Two possibilities 
are available:
a) Enter a description only of the type of 
benefit or cost, beginning In column 8 
and using up to 26 alphanumeric charac­
ters, Including spaces; leave columns 
6-7 blank.
b) Enter the following sequence for Combina­
tion Feature (discussed in the Program 
Feature section):
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Col. 6-7: A numeric code indicating the type 
of transaction described as a bene­
fit or cost. MTVEST will aggregate 
all items having the same transac­
tion code and provide summary out­
put. Users select numeric codes 
1-99. Codes must then be used con­
sistently.
Col. 8-33: A description of the type of bene­
fit or cost, using up to 26 alpha­
numeric characters, including spaces.
NOTE: Users may mix the description only with 
the description and combination feature of 
MTVEST within a base problem or alternative, 
as desired.
NOTE: The Combination Feature coding system
applicable to a base problem must also be used 
for an alternative. Different base problems 
can have different Combination Feature coding 
systems.
Col. 34-35 Payment-type: enter a numeric payment-type
code as follows:
Single payment: enter "1”
Equal Annual Payment: enter "2"
Constantly Increasing Annual Payment: enter 
"3"
Constantly Decreasing Annual Payment: enter 
"4"
NOTE: If the constant increase or decrease 
begins with a level other than zero, proceed 
as follows: Code the initial non-zero level 
(the base) ”2" as an equal annual payment; 
code the constant change (increase or de­
crease) "3" or ”4", as appropriate. (Appendix 
II illustrates correct usage.)
NOTE: To activate the Opportunity Cost 
Feature of MTVEST, the payment-type should be 
preceded by the code ”5.” The opportunity cost 
codes for the above payment-types are: 51, 
52, 53 and 54.
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NOTE: Computations involving constant change
assume that the first change will occur in the 
second year of the time period specified.
Col. 36-43 Payment beginning and ending years:
Col. 36-39: Enter the number for the first 
year in which a payment begins. 
Col. 40-43: Enter the number for the year a 
payment ends.
NOTE: For a single payment (payment-type code 
"1"), enter the same year as the beginning 
and ending year.
NOTE: MTVEST assumes that the present is year 
zero. Therefore, a payment discounted one 
year is coded "1" and a payment not discounted 
(i.e., occurring in the present) is coded ”0". 
For example, a series of 10 equal annual pay­
ments starting in the first year would be 
coded 1, 10.
NOTE: Some organizational policies require 
analysts to assume that costs occur at the 
beginning of a year and that benefits occur at 
the end of the year. MTVEST can handle this 
situation. When the program is executed, the 
user is asked to respond to the question of 
whether or not the above policy is applicable 
(discussed in the Program Feature section). 
Since MTVEST internally compensates for cost 
timing, the user should routinely enter pay­
ment beginning and ending year data as dis­
cussed previously in this section. Caution: 
if costs are assumed to occur at the begin­
ning of a year and a cost is immediate, the
entry for payment beginning year cannot be
zero ("0”). It must be entered as one (M1").
NOTE: MTVEST uses the same discounting calcu­
lations for benefits and costs when all pay­
ments are assumed to occur at the end of
a year. However, while costs and benefits 
that are identical in all regards will offset 
each other in present net worth calculations, 
they will not in other calculations, such as 
benefit/cost ratio. The user should, there­
fore, enter total cost and revenue data as
opposed to net revenue.
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Col. 44-49 Increase Value Rate: enter the annual rate of
real value (or price) increase (discussed in 
the Program Feature section) for the item spe­
cified as a percentage. Data entry is the 
same as annual based percentages, col. 30-53, 
on Record-type 5.
Col. 50-80 Value specification: Provide value informa­
tion to MTVEST by manipulating data entries in 
three fields: a) acres, b) units, and c)
value. MTVEST determines the aggregate value 
associated with an item by determining the 
product resulting from multiplying all fields 
together. MTVEST assumes a value of "1.00" if 
the acres and/or units fields are blank. The 
value field must not be left blank. The 
result of these multiplications, or the sum of 
all discounted values cannot exceed
999,999,999,999,999.99.
NOTE: Users determine the way to enter data
into each field to best accomplish the desired 
result. Any of the following combinations may 
be used:




Since these fields are multiplied together, 
users are free to interpret each field as 
desired. The labels and descriptions below 
are purely arbitrary.
Coi. 50—58: Acres: enter the number of acres 
as a eight-digit decimal number 
(maximum) with two significant 
digits ranging from 0.00 to
999.999.99 or an integer from 0 to
999.999.
Col. 59—67: Units: enter the number of units 
as a eight—digit decimal number 
(maximum) with two significant 
digits ranging from 0.00 to
999.999.99 or an integer from 0 to
999.999.
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Col. 68-80: Value: enter the value as a
fifteen-digit decimal number (max­
imum) with two significant digits 
as follows:
1) Benefits from 0.01 to
999.999.999.999.99.
2) Costs from 0.01 to
99.999.999.999.99. Values can be 
integer also.
NOTE: MTVEST distinguishes between 
costs and benefits on the basis of 
the sign of the number in the 
value field (col. 68-80). A cost 
item is identified by a minus sign 
(-) immediately preceeding the 
number. A positive sign (+) is 
assumed for benefit items and 
should not be entered. Since cost 
entries require use of a minus (-) 
the maximum-size cost is one digit 
less than for a benefit entry.
Record-type 7
Col. 1 Record-type identifier: enter "7"
Col. 2-4 Item sequence number: enter the sequence num­
ber of the item in a base problem or alterna­
tive to be sensitized (discussed in Program 
Feature section).
NOTE: Entries of Record-type 7 must be placed 
after Record-type 6 entries. Multiple entries 
of Record-type 7 must be entered in ascending 
order relative to sequence number. A sequence 
number may be sensitized only once in any par­
ticular base problem or alternative.
NOTE: The rules for modifying and deleting a
Record-type 7 base-problem entry within an al­
ternative are the same as those specified for 
Record-type 6.
Col. 5-74 Leave blank.
Col. 75-80 Sensitivity percentage: enter data to sen­
sitize on the basis of acres, units, or val­
ue by using the same data field. Enter the 
percentage change as a five-digit decimal num­
ber (maximum) with two significant digits from
15
0.00 to 999.99 percent or as an integer 0 to 
999. If the percentage is a decrease, pre­
cede number with a minus sign (— ). Otherwise, 
a positive sign is assumed. The produce of 
acre times unit6 times value is sensitized by 
instructing MTVEST to multiply the product by 
the specified percentage change.
NOTE: Result of the above multiplication must 
meet the standards for the value specification 
information in Record—type 6; i.e., the sum 
of all discounted values must not exceed
999,999,999,999,999.99.
PROGRAM FEATURES
MTVEST, like any other investment analysis program, is designed to 
accomplish certain ends, to respond to certain needs. This section
describes MTVEST's special features that help meet these ends and 
needs. But there are many purposes for which MTVEST was not explicit­
ly designed. Principal examples of this include "after-tax ana­
lysis, Land Expectation values for situations other than a stand (bare 
ground) at the beginning of a rotation and "break-even" analysis. 
Nevertheless, as users gain familiarity and experience with MTVEST, 
opportunities to modify MTVEST input data to accomplish certain goals 
will become clearer. For example, a simple after-tax analysis can 
be accomplished by reflecting tax rates in the acres or units field of 
Record-type 6. MTVEST's range of application is ultimately limited 
by user’s knowledge of existing program features, expertise, and 
imagination.
Discount Rates
Discount rates are the cost of time —  the opportunity cost of 
consuming later rather than sooner. Rates are expressed in terms of 
an annual rate of compound interest. MTVEST provides discounted worth 
calculations on the basis of five discount rates —  three user- 
specified and two fixed in MTVEST. The computer program automatically 
discounts at 5 and 10 percent. Users must specify three additional 
rates — optional rate 1, optional rate 2, and a ranking rate. Users 
may select any value between 0.00 and 99.99 percent for these rates. 
The basis for selecting these rates is left to the user's discretion 
and judgment. For example, users may want to reflect a wide range of 
discount rates and specify very high and very low rates or to reflect 
organization policy and possibly use rates prescribed by the federal 
Water Resources Council or the Office of Management and Budget. When 
MTVEST evaluates investment alternatives, it will do so on the basis 
of calculations performed at each of these five discount rates.
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Additionally, various tables produced by MTVEST are applicable to the 
specified ranking discount rate. Users should, therefore, specify the 
most important discount rate to be used as the ranking rate, since it 
is extensively used in the gene8agffl$A3®fKdflOptfti tables.
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increase in real value when their value increase exceeds change in the 
general level of prices. Real value decreases when commodity values 
change by Less than the general change. MTVEST can deal with these 
situations. MTVEST users must be aware of the relationship between 
changes in the general level of prices and changes in the real value 
of a cost or revenue Item, since these changes affect use of a 
discount rate.
At the user's discretion, discount rates used in MTVEST can take 
on a meaning as a real (constant dollars without inflation/deflation) 
discount rate, or a current (current dollars with inflation/deflation) 
discount rate. Either rate may be appropriate, depending on users' 
intentions. But the approach to general price level change, real 
value change and discount rate must be compatible and consistent. The 
approaches cannot be mixed. Record-type 5 consists of user-specified 
discount rates and a change in the general level of prices; Record- 
type 6 uses a specific change in real value for the item of concern.
Input
1 BEARHEAD STATE FOREST 
2L0NEPINE DISTRICT 
GRANGER E .  FUDD
B 0 1F0RESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I
5TIMBER OUTPUT 0.00 
6 1 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 
6 2 1PLANTING COST 1 
6 3 1FINAL HARVEST I 1
The tabulation below indicates how users ought to deal with the analy­
sis desired:
Analysis Conducted on Basis of:





Enter price level change 
Enter increased value 
rate as appropriate
Enter real D.R. 
Enter 0.0 
Enter increased 




0 0 2.00  0.00  1.00  100.00
1 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 -175.00
50 50 2.00 50.00 60.00 1.00
t
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Users rosy want to deal In constant dollars but know only the price 
level change and current discount rates. The real discount rate can 
be determined as follows:
RDR (1 + CDR) _ , (1 + PLC)
Where: RDR = Real discount rate
CDR = Current discount rate 
PLC = Price level change
For example, users may wish to use a real discount rate, but know 
only that the current discount rate is 10.0 percent and the annual 
rate of inflation is 6.0 percent. The real discount rate is 
calculated:
RDR (1 + . 10) _ ■ (1 + .06)
= 1.03774 - 1
= .03774 = 3.77%
Once users decide on use of real or current dollars, all MTVEST data 
entries should be consistent with that decision. The nature and 
appearance of output does not change when the price level and real 
value features are used.
MTVEST has no provision to reflect changes in discount, inflation, 
or real value rates over time, such as a seven percent inflation 
rate for the first five years of the analysis and three percent for 
the remaining fifteen years. Similar changes could exist for real 
values and discount rates. Yet MTVEST allows specification of only 
one rate. To approximate the desired result, calculate a "composite 
rate" (CR) for inflation, real values, and discount rates where 
desired and as follows:
(1 + CR)m = (l+ra)a(l+rb)b(l+rc)c...(l+rj)j
where: a, b, c ..... j refer to the number of years
a + b + c + ... + j = n
r = annual percentage rate for first "a" years 
expressed as a decimal (i.e., 7% = 0.07)
r . = annual percentage rate for last "j" years 
expressed as a decimal
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.♦.CR = Antilog [[Log((1+r )a(l+r,)b(l+r )C ...(l+r )^)]/nJ -1
or
. •. CR = Antilog [[aLog(l+r ) + bLog(l+r. ) + cLog(l+r ) + ...+ 
jLog(l+r\)]/n] - 1
Consider again the example of inflation acting on an investment 
opportunity lasting for 20 years where a seven percent inflation rate 
will prevail during the first five years and three percent thereafter. 
The "composite rate" can be calculated:
CR = Antilog [[Log ((1 + .07)5 (1 + .03)15)]/20] - 1
= .04 or 4%
The composite rate calculated in the example above should be entered 
into MTVEST where appropriate, namely the inflation rate entry (6th 
data field in Record-type 5). Note that since this procedure develops 
an aggregate rate, it will yield results identical to those of actual 
rates only when the distribution of costs and benefits is uniform over 
the project life. Nevertheless, it is the only way MTVEST can handle 
varying real value changes, discount rates and inflation rates. Com­
posite rates for increased value should be calculated for each item 
(Record-type 6) such that "n” is the same year that payment ends, as 
previously specified.
Investment Criteria
Alternative investment opportunities in forestry can be evaluated 
and compared on the basis of several criteria. One or more of these 
criteria may or may not be important or appropriate. For example, 
the Land Expectation values calculated will not be correct if the user 
enters data for a partial rotation where timber volumes already exist. 
Since MTVEST has no way of determining which criteria are relevant, 
MTVEST output is generated on the basis of several criteria. All 
calculations conducted by MTVEST use discount, inflation and real 
value increase rates specified by the user. Computation formulas are 
based on Davis^ and Flick^. MTVEST computes the following criteria:
Davis, Kenneth P. 1966. Forest Management: Regulation and Valu­
ation. McGraw Hill Book Company.
Flick, Warren A. 1976. A note on inflation and forest invest­
ments. For. Sci. 22(1):30—32•
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Present Net Worth (PNW): Summation of the discounted value
of benefits minus summation of the 
discounted value of costs.
...Also called discounted net value 
...Calculated for project life
Benefit-Cost Ratio (B/C): Summation of the discounted value
of benefits divided by the summa­
tion of the discounted value of 
costs.
...Also called profitability index 
...Calculated for project life
Annual Equivalent Value (AEV): The amount of an annual payment
that will just pay off the present 
net worth of the investment during 
its lifetime.
...Also called equivalent annual 
income
...Calculated for project life
Land Expectation Value (LEV): Present net worth of bare land for
producing permanent periodic net 
income received at the end of each 
rotation, such as successive even- 
aged crops of timber.
...Also called Faustmann formula 
...Calculated for perpetual project 
lives
...Two land expectation values are 
calculated:
1. LEVI is calculated with spe­
cified inflation and real 
value changes continuing 
after the first rotation
2. LEV2 is calculated without 
inflation and real value 
changes after the first rota­
tion
Internal Rate of Return (IRR): The average annual return on in­
vestment where present net worth is
zero,. V
"internal rate of return calculations involving costs and benefits 
that occur in multiple time periods can generate multiple solutions; a 
unique solution does not exist. MTVEST calculates the internal rate 
of return by incrementing the discount rate in ascending steps 
starting at 0.0 until the present net worth is zero. Therefore, if 
multiple solutions exist, MTVEST will identify the lowest internal 
rate of return and then stop calculations.
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...Also called return on investment 
...Three internal rates of return 
are calculated:
1. IRR is calculated on the 
basis of present net worth 
for the project life
2. IRR1 is calculated on the
basis of LEVI
3. 1RR2 is calculated on the
basis of LEV2
A and B Option
Users can construct an investment problem where the base problem 
and any alternatives are very similar in terms of cost and benefit 
items but differ in magnitude. Moreover, users may want to see a 
detailed item-by-item listing of differences in discounted value bet­
ween the base and alternative. This is accomplished through the A and 
B Options Feature. To activate the A and B Option, enter a letter 
code "B" for any base problem and code "A” for any alternative 
to that base problem for which comparisons are desired; these letter 
codes replace the record-type identifier in the first column of 
Record-type 4. In all cases, remaining columns are to be completed as 
discussed in the Data Organization section. The A and B Option 
feature may be activated for any combination of base problems and for 
any alternative to identified base problems for which detailed dif­
ferences are desired— all, some, or none. The A and B Option feature 
can only be activated for base problems that have alternatives. 
MTVEST will use the item sequence number shown on Record-type 6 of the 
base problem as the basis to calculate all differences. Therefore, it 
is very important that the item sequence number used in the base 
problem and the alternative describe the same kind of cost or benefit. 
All comparisons between a base problem and alternatives are performed
Input
1 BEAR HE All STATE FOREST
2L0NEPINE DISTRICT
3RANGER E .  FUDD
B 0 IFORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I
5TIKBER OUTPUT 0.00 A . 88 8.00 3.00
6 1 I I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0 .00  1.00 100.00
6 2 1PLANTING COST 1 1 1  0.00 1.00 1.00 -175.00
6 3 IFINAL HARVEST I 1 50 50 2.00 50.00 60.00 1.00
Z * 1 *6 - 5 0 . 0 0
A 1 IFORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I
5MIJLTIPLE OUTPUT 0. 00  6.88  10.00 3.00
6 1
A 3 1FINAL HARVEST- - I  1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 1500.00
6 4 1 COMMERCIAL THIN 1 20 20 2.00 1.00 1.00 500.00
6 5 2HUNTING LEASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 '’ .SO
6 6 2FISHING LEASE— BASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 7 2FISHING LEASE— INCREASE 3 5. 15 0 . 0 0 .  1.00 1.00 0. 25
6 8 3CAMPING SITE  52 5* 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 - 3 3 . 2 5
6 9 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0 . 0 0  1.00 50.00
6 10 FINAL HARVEST— I I  1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 250.00
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on the basis of respective ranking discount rates. To make compari­
sons based on the same discount rate, the same ranking rate should be 
specified for a base problem and any alternatives for which compari­
sons are desired.
Output
f A AND B OPTION COMPARISONS f 
t BASED ON R ESP ECTIVE RANKING RATES ♦ H♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦t+ff+* I
Combination Feature
Under certain circumstances, MTVEST's users may want to analyze 
complex problems on the basis of aggregations of similar items, as 
opposed to the normal item—by-item mode. Users may want to lump 
together all transportation-related items and compare them to all non­
transportation items. Alternatively, users may want to lump together 
items on the basis of resource categories —  timber, recreation, etc. 
The basis for lumping is entirely at the users' discretion. Exper­
ience with MTVEST will allow users to more fully comprehend the 
variety of ways individual items can be combined. Users can identify 
up to 99 different lumping categories. The code for each category is 
a number (1-99) and is entered in the item description portion of 
Record—type 6 for a base problem or alternative. The combination
n o t e : w hcn  e i t h e r  t h e  a b s o l u t e  v a l u e  o f  a  c o s t  o r  b e n e f i t  i t e m
FOR THE ALTER N A TIV E IS  GREATER THAN THAT OF THE BASE » THE 
DIFFERENCE W ILL DE P O S IT IV E . LIK E W IS E  WHEN THE ABSOLUTE 
VALUE IS  LESS THAN THAT OF THE BASE» THE DIFFERENCE H IL L  
BE N E G A T IV E S -)
a l t e r n a t i v e : m u l t i p l e  o u t p u t  DISCOUNTED AT 10.00%
VERSUS b a s e :  t i m b e r  o u t p u t  d i s c o u n t e d  AT 0 .00%
SEO. ABS < tA L  T )  -A B S  < ft BASE )
NO. ITEM  COST B EN EFIT
1 IN IT IA L  HARVEST -1 0 0 .0 0
2 P LANTING COST -3 .0 3
3 F IN A L  HARVEST I  -3 7 6 .8 0
4 COMMERCIAL TH IN  1 79 .46
5 HUNTING LEASE 1 4 .5 6
6 F IS H IN G  L E A S E --B A S E  5 .8 ?
7 F IS H IN G  LE A S E --IN C R E A S E  6 .3 3
8  CAMPING S IT E  1 93 .63
9 I N IT IA L  HARVEST 5 0 .0 0
10 F IN A L  HARVEST -  - I I  6 2 .9 9
DISCOUNTED NET CHANGE FROM BASE" 1 90 .60  -1 3 7 .6 3




feature is flexible. It can be activated for any or all base problems 
and alternatives, at users' discretion. Moreover, users can aggregate 
certain items, but not others. In this case, the combined items will 
appear as a group and all other items will appear individually on the 
output. If no items are combined, every item will appear individually 
on the basis of sequence number in output tables. MTVEST output will 
always contain a heading corresponding to description of the combined 
items. Space below this heading will be blank so the users can write 
or type the appropriate combination description.
Output
| SUMMARY REPORT ♦
t L IS T IN G  OF COMBINED ITEM S ♦
f DISCOUNTED AT 1 0 .0 0Z  *
fFOR PROBLEM -  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT +
t t  H  ft  f 4 -» « M t t t t t t M M t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t l t t t
SCO. COMBINATION
NO. NO. D ESCR IP TIO N  COST B C N E F IT
1 -1 6 3 .8 6  6 27 .41
2 0 .0 0  2 6 .7 1
3  -1 9 3 .6 3  0 .0 0
10 FIN A L H A R V E S T --I  I  0 .0 0  6 2 .9 9
TOTA LS* -3 5 7 .5 0  7 1 7 .1 2
Opportunity Costs
Opportunity costs are represented by the value of the 
forgone as a result of choosing one alternative rather than 




A 1 1FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I
5MULTIPLE OUTPUT 0.00 6.88 10.00 3.00
6 3 f lF lN A L HARVEST— I 1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 1500.00
6 4 1COMMERCIAL THIN 1 20 20 2.00 1.00 1.00 500.00
6 5 2HUNTING LEASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.o0
6 6 2FISHING LEASE— BASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 7 2FISHING LEASE— INCREASE 3 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.25
6 8 3CAMPING SITE  52 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 - 3 3 . 2 5
6 9 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0 .00  1.00 50.00
6 10 FINAL HARVEST— I I  1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 250.00
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these costs will be equal to the budgetary outlay for economic resour­
ces associated with the chosen alternative. But because markets do 
not always function properly, budgetary outlays may not account for 
all of the values forgone. This is particularly important for non- 
market commodities whether they are costs or benefits. MTVEST allows 
the user to reflect non-market costs throughout the Opportunity Cost 
feature. Data entry for an opportunity cost item is identical to any
Input
A 1 1F0RESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I




3 1FINAL HARVEST— I 1 30 30 2.00 1 .00 1.00 1500.00
6 A 1COMMERCIAL THIN 1 20 20 2.00 1.00 1.00 500.00
6 5 2HUNTING LEASE n 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.50
6 6 2FISHING LEASE— BASE 2
c*J 15 0.00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00
6 7 2FISHING LEASE— INCREASE 3 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.25
6 8 3CAMPING SITE 52 5 15 0.00 1 .00 1.00
-  33»25
6 9 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST /  1 0 0 2.00 0.00 1.00 50.00
6 10 FINAL HARVEST— I I 1 30 30 2.00 1 .00 1.00
250.00
other cost, with one exception —  the code used to identify the type 
of payment is preceeded by a "5." A payment-type code ”1” becomes 
"51", and "2" becomes ”52." MTVEST will include all opportunity costs 
in normal calculations. In addition, all opportunity costs discounted 
at the ranking rate are printed. A change in present net worth and on 
internal rate of return with the opportunity costs omitted are calcu­
lated and printed.
Output
I » M M M M I I I » I « I I M H * « I » » * » I H M » * H M I I M  
l L IS T  IMG Of OPPORTUNITY COST TRADE O fTS  I 
« «  I I  I t  I I  M  I I  I I  I I  I 4 I I  I I I I » • I I  M  I I » I I I I I  ♦♦ M  I I
SCO.NO. ITCH
BEGINNING YEAR
NONDISCOUNTED * DISCOUNTED AT lO .O O Z
TO TA L VALUE COST OR DEW F I T
-3 3 .2 5  -193 .638  CAMPING S IT E
CHANGE IN  P R O JE C T  PNU 1 * 3 .A 3  (W ITHOUT OPPORTUNITY C O S TS)
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURNS IRR -  1 8 .67Z
(W ITHOUT OPPORTUNITY C O S TS )
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Cost Timing Feature
Investment analyses commonly employ a specific assumption con­
cerning the timing of costs and benefits. The issue is not that of 
identifying the appropriate years but rather determining or assuming 
when the payments will be made within a year. Two possibilities 
exist: payments either occur at the beginning of a year or at the end 
of a year. MTVEST provides the user with two options that amount to 
varying treatment of costs: a) costs and benefits both assumed to 
occur at the end of a year, and b) costs assumed to occur at the 
beginning of a year while benefits are assumed to occur at the end. 
The user must chose one option and this choice will apply to all cost 
and benefit items during a particular execution of MTVEST.
Users communicate the appropriate timing assumption to MTVEST at 
the time of execution. This is accomplished by the users responding 
to a question posed by the computer. If users want costs to be 
assumed as occurring at the beginning of the year, a positive response 
is required. The users can employ a different assumption the next 
time MTVEST is executed.
Input
NOTE:BENEFITS ARE ALWAYS ASSUNED TO OCCUR AT THE END OF THE YEAR 
DO YOU WANT COSTS TO OCCUR AT:
1 => END OF YEAR
2 => BEGINNING OF YEAR 
ENTER COST-TIMING CODE:1
Sensitivity Analysis
For a wide variety of reasons, users may want to evaluate how a 
change in the value of a particular cost or benefit item (input) would 
change the analysis outcome (output)— how sensitive the output is to 
input changes. For example, users can assess the impact that a 25 
percent Increase in timber yield would have on a base problem or that 
a 10 percent decrease in grazing fees would have on an alternative. 
This can be accomplished either by creating another alternative con­
taining the new piece of information or by activating the Sensitivity 
Analysis Feature of MTVEST. While this feature is implemented through 
Record-type 7, sensitization is actually performed on specific Record- 
type 6 cost or benefit items. Total costs or total benefits in a 
Record-type 6 is the product of the acres entry times units entry 
times value entry. Sensitivity instructions in a Record-type 7 will 









- 5 0 .0 0
in total benefits or total costs. MTVEST will compute and print 
information related to the unsensitized base problem or alternative to 
the base and then perform a two-part sensitivity analysis resulting 
in: a) the change in present net worth from the alternative or base 
being sensitized, and b) the new internal rate of return. NOTE. This 
new internal rate of return is not used in project rankings.
The sensitivity capability applies to both a base problem and any 
alternatives, as desired. If a base problem is sensitized, those sen­
sitivity instructions will apply to Record—type 6 data retained in any 
alternatives to that base; sensitivity instructions appearing in a 
base will apply to all alternatives. However, if an alternative is 
sensitized, users must sensitize new Record-type 6 data added to any 
alternative; sensitivity instructions appearing in an alternative will 
apply only to that alternative. Users can sensitize all items for an 
alternative to the base problem. This is accomplished by a series of
Output
f H H i l  f f M  + f H  M  H  I f  H  M  H  H  ♦ 
f SENSITIVITY SUMMARY f
♦TIMBER OUTPUT ♦
& 1 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00
6 2 1PLANTING COST 1 1 1 0.00
6 3 IFINAL HARVEST I 1 50 50 2.00
— ► 7 1
S C O , A C R E .U N IT  OR * CHANGE IN  DISCOUNTED VALUE R ENEFIT COST PRESENT
NO. VALUE CHANGC COST H E N E FIT R A TIO  NET WORTH IRR
I -50.002 0.00 -50.00 4.82 637.85 I2.22Z
SENSITIZED PROJECT 0.00 -50.00 4.82 637.85 12.22Z
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Record-type 7 sensitizing each original entry for the base problem and 
each new entry for the alternative. Whenever multiple Record-type 7 
entries are used, they must be arranged consecutively by item sequence 
number. When users sensitize more than one item in a base problem or 
alternative, MTVEST will compute the change in discounted value for 
each item together with a new internal rate of return for the base 
problem or alternative, considering each sensitized item separately; 
it will also aggregate all sensitivity items into one composite sen­
sitivity analysis and calculate an aggregate change in present net 
worth and a new internal rate of return for the base problem or alter­
native.
Ranking Alternatives
Some MTVEST users will want to simply assess one investment 
opportunity, independent of other alternative situations. In this 
case, the ranking feature of MTVEST is unimportant. But for comparing 
the outcomes of multiple base problems, or multiple alternatives to a 
base problem, or multiple base problems with multiple alternatives, 
ranking alternatives is useful information. When a MTVEST problem 
contains two or more projects (a particular combination of base 
problem(s) and alternative(s)], the ranking feature is automatically 
activated. Rankings of base problems and alternatives are provided on 
the basis of the following investment criteria, each of which is 
defined and discussed in the Investment Criteria subsection of this 
section:
1. Present Net Worth (PNW)
2. Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR)
3. Annual Equivalent Value (AEV)




5. Land Expectation Value
.. .LEVI 
... LEV2
MTVEST provides information on these several investment criteria for 
two reasons. First, only users know which criterion is appropriate to 
the decision situation being evaluated; MTVEST simply displays results 
based on five commonly-used criteria. Second, the rankings of mutual­
ly exclusive investment opportunities can be different, depending 
on the ranking criterion used.
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I I H M H I i H  I f  H  f t  H I  M  I 44 444441 4 4 44 14 
f ORDERING O r PR O JEC TS OR PROGRAMS 4 
f BASED ON R ES P EC TIV E RANKING RATES 4 
H  4 + H  M 14 H  H U  14 4-4-4 4 44 4444444444 44 4 I
RANKING
PROBLEM T I T L E  RATE
Marginal Analysis
If two or more projects (base problem(s) and alternative(s)) are 
processed by MTVEST, a marginal analysis summary is also printed 
automatically. MTVEST simply places all projects in ascending order 
of total discounted costs, based on respective ranking rates. It then 
calculates the change in cost and benefit associated with increasingly 
costly projects. Projects evaluated in the Marginal Analysis consist 
of all base problems and all alternatives identified in the data input 
file, each treated as a separate project. Similarly, a marginal ana­
lysis is most appropriate if the projects being evaluated are mutually 
exclusive and differing in terms of investment (expenditure) scale. 
Users determine if the summary is appropriate and/or meaningful.
TIM BER  OUTPUT 8 .0 0 X
M U LTIP LE  OUTPUT lO .O O X
P R O JEC TS RANKED BY PRESENT NET WORTH PR O JEC TS RANKED BY B E N E F IT -C O S T  R A TIO
PROBLEM T IT L E  PNU PROBLEM T I T L E  B/C
M U LTIP LE  OUTPUT 3 5 9 .6 2  M U LTIP LE O UTPUT 2 .0 1
TIM BER OUTPUT 6 0 7 .8 5  TIMBER OUTPUT 5 .1 2
PR O JEC TS RANKED BY ANNUAL EQ U IV A LE N T VALUE PR O JEC TS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T I T L E  AEV PROBLEM T IT L E  IRR
M U LTIP LE  OUTPUT 1 7 .2 9  TIM BER OUTPUT 1 3 .6 6
TIM BER OUTPUT 2 3 .0 2  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 4 .4 6
PR O JEC TS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE Of R f 1 URN PR O JEC TS RANKED BY IN TERN AL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T I T L E  IRR1 PROBLEM T I T L E  IRR2
TIM BER OUTPUT 1 3 .7 0  TIM BER OUTPUT 1 3 .6 6
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 4 .5 8  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 4 .4 6
PR O JEC TS RANKED BY LAND E X P EC TA TIO N  VALUE PR O JEC TS RANKED BY LAND EXPf.CTAT ION VALUE
PROBLEM T I T L E  L E V I PROBLEM T I T L E  LEV2
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 5 3 8 .7 3  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 4 1 7 .7 3
TIM BER OUTPUT 757.97 TIMBER OUTPUT 7 5 8 .7 7
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r*ofru h u ti i
f lM B fk  OUTF'UF 
nut r i r t r  output
I « < I I » I HIMHMHHIHM HWHWHM 
» MAK0INA1 ANALYSIS SUMMARY I
I BASED ON RfU REC TJV t  RANKING RAFIS  I 
I I I I I  M U  l l  I I  M H H  H  I I  H  I I  I I  I I  M i l l !
(Am IMG t DISCOUNTED MARGINAL CHANGES MARGINAL
l,M I COST RENEEIT C051 HF.NfcF I I  |«/C RATIO
0.002 166.70 BS4.75
10*002 3 5 7 .3 0  717. 12 190.60 137.63 0*7*.
DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT7
There are three modes by which users can execute MTVEST: a) Con­
versational Mode if input data file has not been created; b) Free- 
formatted Data Mode if a nonstructured input data file already exists 
in a form accessible to MTVEST; and c) Formatted Data Mode if a 
structured input data file already exists in a form accessible to 
MTVEST. The Conversational Mode requires an interactive computer 
system with remote data communication terminals. The other modes 
require an interactive, or batch-oriented, computer system with mag­
netic tape and/or disk data storage capabilities. A caution to users: 
since MTVEST contains no mechanism for sorting data records, the 
sequence of record-types in the input data file must follow that 
described in the Data Organization section, regardless of execution 
mode. Similarly, MTVEST execution always requires users to instruct a 
computer to execute the program. Users then designate the desired 
execution modes.
Conversational Mode7 Input
In this input mode, users respond to a series of statements 
written on the remote computer terminal during execution of the source 
program, MTVEST. Users initiate this mode with a computer command to 
EXECUTE the MTVEST program. The ensuing series of questions and 
responses create the data input file. The sequence of questions (from 
MTVEST) and responses (by the users) follow the same order of infor­
mation and record-type discussed in the Data Organization section. 
While the type of response requested is generally self-explanatory, 
users are encouraged to complete a MTVEST Coding Form (Appendix V) 
prior to execution. Where appropriate, data fields must be separated
While the following discussion is pertinent to the University of 
Montana, the DEC20 (Digital Equipment Corp.) computer and to 
DECwrlters (computer terminal) the general approaches have wide 
applicability. Users should always consult with local computer 
systems personnel to determine specific procedures.
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by a comma (,). After responding to the requested data (an MTVEST 
question), press the RETURN key to end that line of data and invoke 
the next statement from the host computer. This process continues 
until all necessary data are entered. When data entry is completed, 
type END rather than providing MTVEST with another record-type code. 
The END response instructs MTVEST to begin computations.
Errors may occur. If an entry error is discovered before the 
RETURN key is pressed, simply press the DELETE key until the 
appropriate number of characters are deleted and then re-enter the 
correct data. If users make any of several major (format or 
procedural) errors and then press the RETURN key, the error(s) will 
be detected by MTVEST and the data will not be accepted; an error 
message will by typed and users will be instructed to re-enter the 
correct information. If an error does not violate any procedural or 
format rule, MTVEST will accept the incorrect information and perform 
operations on these data. These errors are corrected by means of a 
system text-editor program; the formatted input file created by MTVEST 
should be edited.
Upon termination of data entries, the MTVEST program proceeds to 
execution and the desired output (based on the various options 
activated) is stored as a data file on either disk or magnetic tape. 
A typical example of program execution in the Conversational Mode on 
the Dec 20 system (Digital Corporation) is shown in Appendix I.
Formatted and Free-formatted Data Modes
Prior to execution of MTVEST, a data input file is assumed to 
exist on either a disk or magnetic tape device in a formatted or free- 
formatted form. In formatted form, data entries must be exactly placed 
in certain fields (columns) within a record-type (see Data Organiza­
tion section). In the free-formatted form, data entries within a par­
ticular record—type are compressed, data fields being separated from 
each other by commas (,). In either data form, the sequence of 
record—types must be the same as that described in the Data 
Organization section. Create either the formatted or free-formatted 
data input file by means of a system text-editor program or by reading 
a card—deck containing needed data; in this latter case, each card 
corresponds to a line of data which in turn corresponds to a record- 
type.
Once the data input file has been created, initiate either mode 
with a computer command to EXECUTE the MTVEST program. See Appendix 
II and III for examples of input data files and program execution 
sequence. While both Appendices appear as if execution were 
accomplished with an interactive computer system, a batch-oriented 
system can also be used. In addition to any standard set of job 
control cards required by the users' computer systems and assuming a 
data input file already exists, simply prepare and correctly insert
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the following program control cards (corresponding to responses shown 
in Appendix II and III) to form the complete job control card deck:
Card Information
Card Formatted Mode Free—formatted Mode




5 1 OR 2 MTVEST.FOR
6 MTVEST.OUT 1 OR 2
7 MTVEST.OUT
File Manipulation and Naming
A file is a collection of lines of characters defined in a speci­
fic mode dependent on the configuration of the computer system 
available, e.g. ASCII (DEC 20) or EBCDIC (IBM). A file may be created 
for input and/or output purposes. A file may physically reside on 
disk or magnetic tape or it maybe a deck of punched cards.
MTVEST operates with a maximum of four data storage files: one 
primary input file, two intermediate input files, and one output file. 
Therefore, the computer system (on which MTVEST is executed) must 
possess either disk or magnetic tape data storage capabilities for 
four files as well as a FORTRAN IV compiler. Users provide MTVEST 
with the names of input and output files at the time of execution. 
The nature of file names varies with the computer system on which 
MTVEST is executed. On the DEC system for example, file names consist 
of any series of alphanumeric characters (six character maximum, three 
character maximum) in the following format xxxxxx.yyy (such as 
MTVEST.CON or FRE77.D4). In any case the first character of a file 
name must be noninteger. Always provide at least primary input file 
and output file names, the exact formats depending on the computer 
system being used.
The primary input file consists of all data entries needed to 
describe base problems, to describe how alternatives differ from base 
problems, to implement special program features, and to label output. 
If the primary input file is already formatted (or is to be formatted 
through the conversational mode), only that file and the output file 
name need be specified. If the primary input file is free-formatted, 
users must also provide MTVEST with the desired name for the formatted 
input file (one of the intermediate files), which MTVEST will create. 
MTVEST will always automatically create the other intermediate input 
file, a "working file" (called W0RK.DAT on the DEC system) which con­
sists of a complete set of data for each of the alternatives to the 
base problem. The working file is the file ultimately executed by 
MTVEST. The flowchart in Figure 1 depicts the linkages between input 
and output.
Figure 1--Input and Output FIow
E X E C U T E
M T V E S T
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Users may find the primary data files incorrectly organized or 
containing errors. MTVEST contains numerous verification provisions 
to minimize errors when the conversational mode of data input is used. 
If errors still exist after the primary input file has been created, 
correct them with a system text-editor program, such as EDIT or TECO 
on the DEC system, or ED on the UNIVAC system. MTVEST contains no 
provision by which an existing input data field can be edited. In the 
case of the formatted or conversational data input, the specified for­
matted file should be edited. In the case of the free-formatted 
input, either that file or the formatted file (created by MTVEST at 
execution) should be edited, whichever is more convenient. The 
working (e.g. WORK.DAT) file should never be edited, since it is 
always created by MTVEST from a formatted file. However, to verify 
that each alternative contains the desired data, a listing of the 
working (e.g., WORK.DAT) file should be obtained and inspected.
MTVEST Files
Several input and one output data file will exist after MTVEST 
execution is complete, depending on the input mode used. The listing 
below identifies these files and indicates whether users must provide 
the file to MTVEST prior to execution or if MTVEST creates the file 
during execution. A formatted data input file will ultimately exist 
regardless of execution mode. Therefore, if a data entry error has
Input Mode















* Users provide MTVEST with data during program execution.
been made in the conversational or free-formatted mode, it may be 
advantageous to make corrections on the formatted data input file 
created by MTVEST.
If an investment analysis problem involves alternatives to the 
base problem and if data entries follow the instructions found in the 
Data Organization section, then the data input files (free—formatted 
or formatted) will contain only those records for alternatives that 
are different from the base problem. The WORK.DAT file contains all
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data necessary to fully describe each alternative; it contains appro­
priate base problem data. Therefore, to verify that MTVEST execution 
is being performed on the desired data set, a listing of WORK.DAT 
should be obtained and inspected. Since MTVEST execution always uses 
the formatted data input file (either created or provided by users) 
and since WORK.DAT is always developed from that file, never edit a 
WORK.DAT file.
There are two data entry conventions that may make data entry 
easier; one involves zeros and the other decimal points. MTVEST users 
may find it bothersome to continually enter the number zero (0 or 0.0) 
into data input files. This is not necessary for the computer system 
using a standard FORTRAN IV compiler, such as the DEC, IBM, CDC, and 
Univac computer systems. In these cases, simply omit the unnecessary 
data. The computer will automatically treat the missing entry as a 






1 0 2.6 0.0 B 
1 2.6 B
1 . 0 .  2 . 6 . 0 . 0 ,  B
1.. 2.6.,B
1.. 2.6.,B
Similarly, if decimal points are not needed to describe a number, they 
need not be entered. This is a characteristic of FORTRAN and is 
applicable to all computer systems. The following are equivalent:
Original —  14.70 3.0 5.000
Acceptable —  14.7 3 5
Regardless of method of data entry, MTVEST output files are of 
identical format. Because of the large number of possible printout 
combinations, due to various input modes and options, only a typical 
example is shown in Appendix IV. The output is self-explanatory and 
illustrates MTVEST's diversity and flexibility.
COMPUTER CONSIDERATIONS
Although MTVEST is written in FORTRAN IV, some statements do exist 
in the source program that are "machine dependent." MTVEST is written 
to execute on a DEC 20 (Digital Corporation) computer system. There­
fore, to minimize conversion from one computer system to another (such 
as IBM 360/370, UNIVAC 1108, or CDC 6600), differences in word length, 
device assignments and type declaration statements have been standard­
ized. For example, all alphanumeric data are read under A4 format 
and all device numbers have been made into variable names so that 
assignments to devices can be easily changed.
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Program Alterations
The following seven statements must be altered when 
MTVEST to another computer system:
converting
1. OPEN (UNIT = **, FILE = file name)
This file control statement opens a file for I/O operations 
where: ** = FORTRAN I/O unit numbers (defined in the range 
1-63). filename = name of file involved in data transfer 
operation (Format is a 1 to 6 character filename optionally 
followed by a period and a 0 to 3 character file type).
2. ENCODE (m,g,C) D
This statement changes data of one format into data in ASCII 
format.
Where: C = converted array
m = number of characters associated with D array via 
format indicated by statement number g
D = original array
3. FORMAT statements
a. In subroutines MAKEFF and EXISFF, conversion types I and F 
are defined with variable field widths for input, e.e. 870 
FORMAT (41, 4F).
b. In the main program a $ (dollar sign) is used at the end 
of some format statements as a field specification code 
which suppresses the carriage return at the end of a tele­
type or line printer line.
4. ENDFILE X - device X writes an end-of-file
5. REWIND X-"pointer" on device X to place file at start position
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6* Character string in IF statement - i.e., IF(ANS1.EQ.'NO')
GO TO 27
7. REREAD FMT,A or REREAD 29 ,A
This statement causes last input device to be reread according 
to format statement 29 or represented by array FMT dimensioned 
as 20A4 and defined in a data statement or input at execution 
time.
Other Considerations
1. Core - unknown on DEC 20 system but 100 k bytes on IBM 360/370 
is a good approximation.
2. Data structures - 4 storage files are used by MTVEST; one
input, two intermediate, and one output.
3. Logical devices:
Variable name Device Logical Unit no. Filename Record length
TTY TTY: 5 FOR05.DAT 80
MC DSK: 20 W0RK.DAT 80
MT DSK: 21 NFL2* 132
IOUT DSK: 1 NFL1 or NFL3* 80
IN DSK: 22 NFL1* 80
*file names are defined under A10 format in input via TTY: 
device.
4. Input modes: The Conversational and Free-format modes will
function only if the FORTRAN compiler will accept variable 
field widths or conversion types I and F in format statements.
Program Description
g
MTVEST consists of a main program and six subroutines. The
gA complete copy of MTVEST may be obtained from the authors in the 
form of a program listing only or a listing together with a magnetic 
tape containing the program, either for a charge covering handling 
expenses. Interested users should contact the authors.
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linkages between the main program and subroutines are illustrated in 
Figure 2.
Figure 2--Linkages between main program and subroutines
'Called only in conversational data input mode 
2 Called only In free-formatted data input mode
Arguments are passed between the main program and subroutines by 
blocked and unblocked COMMON statements. However, some scalers are 
passed from one subroutine to another in argument lists associated 
with CALL statements. All arithmetic operations are performed in 
single precision and all alphanumeric data are read and written under 
A1 to A4 format control. Throughout MTVEST numerous checks are made 
for proper data entry and certain critical computations are checked 
for division by zero. Due to the large number of options available, 
it is possible to enter data sets which could cause certain com­
putations to "blow up." Every effort has been made to prevent such 
situations, but for obvious reasons all possible combinations of data 
entry were not tested. If the operating instructions are followed, 
users should have no problem with MTVEST execution.
Following is a brief description of each of the 7 MTVEST programs:
1. Main —  This is the workhorse of MTVEST through which five 
other subroutines are called; MAKEFF or EXISFF (depending on 
specified options), SHIFTE, BCR, and IRR. The various records
associated with each base and alternative problem are read 
from the WORK.DAT data file; costs and benefits are discoun­
ted, various internal rates of return, present net worths, 
benefit-cost ratios and land expectation values are calculated 
for each base and alternative problem. Optional tables and 
associated computations such as:
a. opportunity cost-trade offs listing
b. A and B option comparisons
c. sensitivity summary
are also generated in the main program. After all base and 
alternative problems have been summarized and evaluated by 
means of three tables, the projects are ranked by five invest­
ment criteria and finally a marginal analysis is performed.
2. SH1FTE —  This subroutine builds the alternative problems to a 
particular base by combining, deleting, or changing Record- 
types 6 and 7.
3. MAKEFF —  This subroutine is called when conversational data 
input is invoked. Users are prompted by means of a series of 
statements printed at the terminal (interactive computer 
system assumed) to input various data elements. These ele­
ments are stored in fixed format as an intermediate disk data 
file.
4. EXISFF —  This subroutine is called to convert an existing 
free-formatted disk data file to an intermediate disk data 
file having a fixed format. The various record-types are 
assumed to be in proper order with the fields within each 
record-type separated by commas.
5. BCR —  This subroutine is called to compute the discounted 
value of each Record-type 6 item (cost or benefit) for a par­
ticular base or alternative problem as well as the benefit 
cost ratio, present net worth and annual equivalent value for 
that problem as a whole assuming five Interest rates. This 
subroutine calles subroutine PVAL.
6. 1RR —  This subroutine is called whenever an internal rate of 
return computation is requested. An iterative process deter­
mines the lowest interest rate that drives the present net 
worth of the current problem to zero. Upper and lower bounds 




7. PVAL —  This subroutine computes the present value of a cost 
or benefit item assuming one of four payment types. The com­
putation formulas adjust automatically for inflation and real 
value increases if specified. Special multipliers are acti­
vated whenever PVAL is called to compute the internal rates of 
return associated with a perpetual series of planning periods.
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HAS A DATA INPUT FILE  BEEN CREATED,YES OR N07N0
♦ ♦♦CONVERSATIONAL DATA INPUT A S S U M E D ^
ENTER NAME OF FORMATTED F IL E  TO BE CONSTRUCTED<MAX=10 CHAR)J MTVEST.FOR
NOTE?BENEFITS ARE ALWAYS ASSUMED TO OCCUR AT THE END OF THE YEAR 
DO YOU WANT COSTS TO OCCUR AT:
1 => END OF YEAR
2 ■> BEGINNING OF YEAR 
ENTER COST-TIMING CODE: 1
NOTE? THE FOLLOWING RECORD-TYPES SHOULD BE u s e d :






RECORD-TYPE 4 (OR B IF APPROPRIATE) 
RECORD-TYPE 5
RECORD-TYPE 6.♦ .USE AS MANY AS APPROPRIATE 
RECORD-TYPE 7 . . . USE AS APPROPRIATE
RECORD-TYPE 4 (OR A OR B AS APPROPRIATE) 
RECORD-TYPE 5
RECORD-TYPE A . . . U S E  AS MANY AS APPROPRIATE 
RECORD-TYPE 7 . . . USE AS APPROPRIATE
PROBLEM ENDING END






ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
1_.
ENTER NAME OF FORESTRY 0RGANIZATI0N<28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
BEARHEAD STATE FOREST
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER
ENTER NAME OF ORGANIZATION SUBDIVISION:28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
LONEPINE DISTRICT
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
3
-TYPE CODES SHOULD BE USED WITH RECORD-TYPE 6)
LEV ITEM EXCLUSION
NORMAL OPPORTUNITY NORMAL OPPORTUNITY 
CODE COST CODE CODE COST CODE
1 51 81 91
2 52 82 92
3 53 83 93
4 54 84 94
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ENTER NAME OF ANALYST(28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
RANGER E . FUPD
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
B
ENTER ALTERNATIVE NUMBER AND BASE PROBLEM NUMBER 
0  r 1
ENTER NAME OF INVESTMENT PROJECT OR PROGRAM EVALUATED<28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIERe
ENTER THE NAME OF BASE PROBLEM OR ALTERNATIVE<28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
TIMBER OUTPUT
ENTER 4 PERCENTAGE RATES —  OPT 1*0PT2>RANKING» INFLATION 
NOTE —  5Z AND 10Z ARE AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDED 
EXAMPLE —  7.75*10.*3*05.00
0 .* 6 .8 8 * 8 .* 3 .
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER<UP TO 2 D IG ITS ) FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)* E .G . 16PLANTING COST 
1 IN IT IA L  HARVEST
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO.*PAYT. TYPE*PAYT. BEGIN*PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE Z»ACRES*UNITS*VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 12*1*0*150*5.*1.0*01,0*-25,25
1*1*0*0*2.*0.*1»*100.
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER <UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION<26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)* E .G . 16PLANTING COST 
1PLANTING COST
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO.*PAYT. TYPE*PAYT. BEGIN*PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODEES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE Z*ACRES*UNITS*VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 12*1*0*150*5.*1.0*01.0*-25.25
2 > 1 * I* 1 * 0 .* 1 .* 1 .*-175.
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER<UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)* E .G .  16PLANTING COST 
IFINAL HARVEST I
3 * 1 * 50 * 50 *2.* 50 . *60.* 1.
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO.,PAYT. TYPE* PAYT. BEGIN* PAYT. END
4 DECIMAL CODES -- ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE Z*ACRES*UNITS*VALUE
EXAMPLE --12*1*0*150*5.*1.0*01.0*-25.25
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ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
_7
ENTER SEQ.NO.(INTEGER) AND Z SENSITIVITY(DECIM AL)
1 . -5 0 .
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
A_
ENTER ALTERNATIVE NUMBER AND BASE PROBLEM NUMBER
1.1
ENTER NAME OF INVESTMENT PROJECT OR PROGRAM EVALUATED(28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER
cr
ENTER THE NAME OF BASE PROBLEM OR ALTERNATIVE(28 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
MULTIPLE OUTPUT
ENTER 4 PERCENTAGE RATES —  OPT1f 0PT2 »RANKING.INFLATION 
NOTE —  5Z AND 10Z ARE AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDED 
EXAMPLE —  7.75x10.*3*05.00
0.* 6»88 *10.* 3.
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS ) FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G . 16PLANTING COST
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES -  SEQ. NO.*PAYT. TYPE.PAYT. BEGIN.PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE Z*ACRES.UNITS*VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 .1 . 0 .1 5 0 * 5 . .1 , 0 .0 1 ,0 . -2 5 .2 5
_1_
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION(26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G . 16PLANTING COST 
1FINAL HARVEST— I
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO..PAYT. TYPE.PAYT. BEGIN.PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE Z.ACRES.UNITS.VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 .1 . 0 . 1 5 0 . 5 . . 1 , 0 . 0 1 , 0 . - 2 5 . 2 5
3 . 1 . 3 0 . 3 0 . 2 , . 1 . . 1 . . 1 5 0 0 .
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS ) FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G . 16PLANTING COST 
1COMMERCIAL THIN
4 .1 .2 0 .2 0 . 2 . . 1 . . 1 , * 500.
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO..PAYT. TYPE.PAYT. BEGIN.PAYT. END




ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D I G I T S )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTIQN(26 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)r E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
2HUNTING LEASE
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO..PAYT.  TY PE.PAYT. BEGIN.PAYT.  END 
4 DECIMAL CODES ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X, ACRES. UNITS.  VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 . 1 . 0 . 1 5 0 . 5 . . 1 . 0 . 0 1 , 0 . - 2 5 . 2 5
5 f 2 r 5 r l 5 r 0 . r l . f l . > 2 . 5
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D I G I T S )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM D E S C R I P T I O N S  CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
2FISHING LEASE--BASE
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO ..PAY T.  TYPE.PAYT. BEGIN»PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X,ACRES.UNITS.VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 . 1 . 0 . 1 5 0 . 5 . . 1 , 0 . 0 1 . 0 . - 2 5 . 2 5
M . 2 . 5 . 1 5 . 0 , . 1 . . 1 . . 1 .
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION2M CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
2FISUING LEASE— INCREASE
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO..PAY T.  TYPE.PAYT.  BEGIN.PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X,ACRES.UNITS.VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 . 1 . 0 . 1 5 0 . 5 . . 1 . 0 . 0 1 , 0 . - 2 5 . 2 5
7 . 3 . 5 . 1 5 . 0 . . 1 , . ! , . , 2 5
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
M
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION(2M CHARACTERS MAXIMUM). E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
3CAMPING SIT E
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. N O . , PAYT. TYPE» PAYT. BEGIN,PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X,ACRES,UNITS,VALUE 
EXAMPLE — 1 2 , 1 , 0 , 1 5 0 . 5 . , 1 . 0 , 0 1 . 0 , - 2 5 . 2 5
8 . 5 2 . 5 . 1 5 , 0 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 3 3 . 2 5
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER
6,
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D I G I T S )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTION(2M CHARACTERS MAXIMUM), E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST
INTER 4 INTEGER CODES - -  SEQ. N O . .P A Y T . TYPE.PAYT.  DEGIN.PAYT.  END
4 DECIMAL CODES - -  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X,ACRES.UNITS.VALUE
EXAMPLE - - 1 2 . 1 . 0 , 1 5 0 » 5 . » 1 . 0 , 0 1 . 0 , - 2 5 . 2 5
9 > 1 , 0 . 0 , 2 . > 0 . , 1 . . 5 0 .
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ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
6_
ENTER OPTIONAL COMBINATION NUMBER(UP TO 2 D IG ITS )  FOLLOWED BY 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS* CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) ? E .G .  IMPLANTING COST 
FINAL HARVEST— I I
ENTER 4 INTEGER CODES —  SEQ. NO.?PAYT. TYPE?PAYT. BEGIN? PAYT. END 
4 DECIMAL CODES —  ANNUAL VALUE INCREASE X t ACRES?UNITS?VALUE 
EXAMPLE -  -12?1?0?1 5 0 ? 5 . ? 1 .0 ?01. 0 ? - 2 5 . 2 5
10?1?30?30?2.? ! ♦ ? ! . ?  250.
ENTER RECORD-TYPE IDENTIFIER 
END
LISTING OF CREATED DATA F IL E  FOLLOWS: CHECK FOR OBVIOUS ERRORS
1 BEARHEAD STATE FOREST 
2L0NEPINE DISTRICT 
3RANGER E.  FUDD
B 0 IFORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I
5TIMBER OUTPUT 0.00 6.88 8.00 3.00
6 1 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0.00  1.00 100.00
6 2 1PLANTING COST 1 1 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 -1 7 5 . 0 0
6 3 1 FINAL HARVEST I 1 50 50 2.00 50.00 60.00 1.00
7 i  - 5 0 . 0 0
A 1 1F0RESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I
5MULTIPLE OUTPUT 0.00 6.88 10.00 3.00
6 1
6 3 1FINAL HARVEST— I 1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 1500.00
6 4 1 COMMERCIAL THIN 1 20 20 2.00 1.00 1.00 500.00
6 5 2HUNTING LEASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.50
6 6 2FISHING LEASE— BASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 7 2FISHING LEASE-- INCREASE 3 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.25
6 8 3CAMPING SIT E  52 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 - 3 3 . 2 5
6 ? 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0 .00  1.00 50.00
6 10 FINAL HARVEST— I I  1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 250.00
IS DATA F ILE  ERROR-FREE SO PROCESSING CAN CONTINUE?YES OR N07YES
ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME(MAX=10 CHAR)J MTVEST.OUT
DATA BEING PROCESSED. FOR OUTPUT? TYPE TY OUTPUT F ILE  NAME AS ENTERED ABOVE 
STOP
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 5.42  ELAPSED TIME: 13:19.81 
EXIT
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APPENDIX II —  Formatted Data Mode
BEX MTVEST.REL
l i n k : l o a d i n g
CLNKXCT MTVEST EXECUTION]
HAS A DATA INPUT FILE  BEEN CREATED» YES OR NOTYES
DATA INPUT F ILE  MODE:
1 => FORMATTED
2 => FREE-FORMATTED 
ENTER MODE CODE: 1_
ENTER EXISTING DATA INPUT F ILE  NAME( MAX=10 CHAR): MTVEST.FOR
NOTE: BENEFITS ARE ALUAYS ASSUMED TO OCCUR AT THE END OF THE YEAR- 
DO YOU WANT COSTS TO OCCUR AT:
1 => END OF YEAR
2 => BEGINNING OF YEAR- 
ENTER COST-TIMING CODE:_1_
ENTER OUTPUT F ILE  NAME(MAX=10 CHAR): MTVEST.OUT
DATA BEING PROCESSED. FOR OUTPUT» TYPE TY OUTPUT F I L E  NAME AS ENTERED ABOVE 
STOP
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 1.61 ELAPSED TIME:  33.43 
EXIT
BTY MTVEST.FOR
1BEARHEAD STATE FOREST 
2L0NEPINE DISTRICT 
3RANGER E .  FUDD
B 0 1FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I
5TIMBER OUTPUT 0.00 6.88 8.00 3.00
6 1 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0.00  1.00 100.00
6 2 1 PLANTING COST 1 1 l 0.00 1.00 1.00 -175.00
6 3 IFINAL HARVEST I 1 50 50 2.00  50.00 60.00 1.00
7 1 - 5 0 . 0 0
A 1 1F0RESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I I
5MULTIPLE OUTPUT 0.00  6.88  10.00 3.00
6 1
6 3 IF  INAL HARVEST —  I 1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 1500.00
6 4 1 COMMERCIAL THIN 1 20 20 2.00 1.00 1.00 500.00
6 5 2HUNTING LEASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.50
6 6 2FISHING LEASE— BASE 2 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 7 2FISHING LEASE— INCREASE 3 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.25
6 8 3CAMPING SITE  52 5 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 - 3 3 . 2 5
6 9 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 1 0 0 2.00 0 .00  1.00 50.00
6 10 FINAL HARVEST— I I  1 30 30 2.00 1.00 1.00 250.00
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APPENDIX III— Free-Formatted Data Mode
BEX MTVEST.REL
l i n k : l o a d i n g
CLNKXCT MTVEST EXECUTION!
HAS A DATA INPUT F ILE  BEEN CREATED, YES OR NOTYES
DATA INPUT F ILE  MODE»
1 => FORMATTED
2 => FREE-FORMATTED 
ENTER MODE CODE: 2_
ENTER EXISTING DATA INPUT F ILE  NAME( MAX=10 CHAR): MTVEST. FRE
ENTER NAME OF FORMATTED F IL E  TO BE CONSTRUCTED(MAX=10 CHAR): MTVEST. FOR
NOTE:BENEFITS ARE ALWAYS ASSUMED TO OCCUR AT THE END OF THE YEAR 
DO YOU WANT COSTS TO OCCUR AT:
1 => END OF YEAR
2 => BEGINNING OF YEAR 
ENTER COST-TIMING CODE:_l_
ENTER OUTPUT F ILE  NAME( MAX=10 CHAR): MTVEST.OUT
DATA BEING PROCESSED. FOR OUTPUT, TYPE TY OUTPUT F ILE  NAME AS ENTERED ABOVE 
STOP
END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 2.01 ELAPSED TIM E: 38.51 
EXIT
PTY MTVEST. FRE
1. BEARHEAD STATE FOREST
2. L0NEPINE DISTRICT
3. RANGER E. FUDD
B.0,1.FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I 
5.TIMBER OUTPUT.0.00.6.88.8.00.3.00
6.1.1 INITIAL HARVEST.1.0.0.2.00.0.0.1.0.100.00
6 .2 .1  PLANTING C O S T .1 » 1 . 1 » 0 .0 0 .1 .0 . 1 .0 . -1 7 5 . 0 0  
6 .3 .1 F IN A L  HARVEST 1 . 1 .5 0 .5 0 .2 .0 0 .5 0 .0 0 .6 0 .0 0 .1 ,0 0  
7 . 1 . - 5 0 . 0 0




6.4.1 COMMERCIAL THIN,1,20.20.2.00.1.0.1.0,500.00 
6.5.2HUNTING LEASE.2,5,15,0.00,1.0,1.0,2.50 
6.6.2FISHING LEASE— BASE.2,5,15.0.00,1.0,1.0,1.00 
6.7.2FISHING LEASE -INCREASE.3,5,15,0.00,1.0,1.0,0.25 




APPENDIX IV— MTVEST Output
•TY M TV E S T.O U T
--------- M TV EST---------
A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TO EVALUATE FORESTRY 
INVESTMENT O P P O R TU N ITIE 8
FORESTRY ORGAN IZATIO N -  BEARHEAD S TA TE  FOREST 
O R GANIZATION S U B D IV IS IO N  - LONEPINE D IS T R IC T  
ANA1 VST -  RANGER E .  FOOD
RATE
I H H t l l l  H U H  4 i  H t f H H  I 4 >44444444
♦ EVA LUA TIO N  OF PROJECT OR PROGRAM f 
I IN F L A TIO N  R A TE ! 3 .0 0 X  4
♦ PLANNING P E R IO D : SO YEARS 4
4 f 4 + 4 4 4*4 * 4 4 44 444444 44 4 ♦ 4444 44 44 H  44 I
DISCOUNT RATES
•PROJECT OR PROGRAM - FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES I *
•RASE PROBLEM OR A LTER N A TIV E -  TIM BER OUTPUT • OPT1 RATE 0PT2  RATE RANKING RATE IN F L A T N . 
l l l t l l l M M M I I I I M M M I I M M M M K i m t t K M t t t t t l t t t t M M I  0 .0 0  6 .8 0  8 .0 0  3 .0 0
INCRD BEGINNING YEAR
SEO. PAYMT YEARS VALUE NONDISCOUNTED * DISCOUNTED A T  8 .0 0 Z
NO. ITEM  TYPE BEGIN END R ATE TO TA L VALUE COST B E N E F IT
1 I N IT IA L  HARVEST 1 0 0  2 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0  0 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0
2 PLAN TINO  COST 1 1 1 0 .0 0  -1 7 5 .0 0  -1 6 6 .9 0  0 .0 0
3 FINAL HARVEST I  1 SO SO 2 .0 0  3 0 0 0 .0 0  0 .0 0  7 5 4 .7 5
TO TA LS  -  * 1 6 6 .9 0  8 S 4 .7 S
4444 44444444444444+4444444444444444444444444
♦ SUMMARY REPORT 4
♦ L IS T IN G  OF COMBINED ITEM S f
♦ DISCOUNTED AT 8 .0 0 Z  4
4FOR PROBLEM -  TIM BER  OUTPUT f
♦+++++++♦+++++++++4*+44444444444444444444444
SCO. COM BINATION
NO. NO. D ES C R IP TIO N  COST B E N E F IT
1 * 1 6 6 .9 0  8 5 4 .7 5
TOTALS* -1 6 6 .9 0  8 5 4 .7 5
0PT1 STD1 0PT2  RANK STD2
C R IT E R IA  O.OOZ S .O O Z  6 . 8 8 Z 8 .0 0 Z  1 0 .0 0 Z
•f N C F IT -C O S T  R A TIO  1 96 .94  1 8 .5 6  8 .1 3  5 .1 2  2 .4 5
PRESENT NET WORTH 3 5 3 1 8 .7 3  3 0 1 5 .2 6  1 2 0 2 .4 2  6 8 7 .0 5  2 3 7 .6 8
ANNUAL EQ U IVALENT VALUE OF PNW 1 5 6 .7 6  5 7 .4 2  33*67 2 3 .0 2  9 .4 2
LAND EX P EC TA TIO N  VALUES — L E V I IN F IN IT Y  IN F IN IT Y  2 1 7 8 .8 9  9 5 7 .9 7  2 7 6 .2 0
--L E V 2  IN F IN IT Y  4 8 8 1 .3 7  1 4 2 7 .0 6  7 5 8 .7 7  2 4 6 .9 1
INTERNAL RATES OF RETURN.
IRR • 1 3 .6 6 Z
IRR1 • 1 3.7 41
IRR2 ■ 1 3 .6 6Z
NOTES * PNW AND IRR ARE BASED ON ONE PLANNING PERIOD*
••*• IN CLUDING IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE IN CR EASES.
-  L E V I AND 1RR1 ARC BASED ON PERPETUAL S C R IES  OF PLANNING PERIODS*
IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE INCREASES CO N TIN U IN G  BEYOND F IR S T  PLANNING P E R IO D .
-  LEV 2 AND IRR2 ARE BASED ON PERPETUAL S C R IES  OF PLANNING P E R IO D S .
IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE INCREASES STOPPING AFTER  T IR S T  PLANNING P E R IO D .
444 44 4 4 444 4444 4-444 44 444444 44 44 
4 S E N S IT IV IT Y  SUMMARY 4
4TIM BER OUTPUT 4
4 44 44 44 4444 444444 4444 44444444 4
SCO. A C R E .U N IT  OR • CHANGE IN  DISCOUNTED VALUE B E N E F IT -C O S T  PRESENT
NO. VALUE CHANGE COST B E N E F IT  R A TIO  NET WORTH IRR
1 -5 0 .0 0 Z  0 .0 0  * 5 0 .0 0  4 .8 2  6 3 7 .8 5  1 2 .2 2 Z
SENSITIZED PROJECT 0.00 -50.00 4.82 637.85 12.22Z
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3 FINAL HARVEST— I
4 COMMERCIAL THIN
5 HUNTING LEASE
6 FISHING LEASE— BASE7 FISHING LEASE-'INCREASE
8  CAMPING SITE
9 INITIAL HARVEST 




-1 7 5 .0 01500.00500.00 
2 .5 0  
1.00 
0 .2 5
-3 3 .2 5
5 0 .0 0
2 5 0 .0 0
TO TA LS
t  DISCOUNTED AT 1 0 .0 0Z  










3 7 7 .9 5
1 99 .46




5 0 .0 0
6 2 .9 9
7 1 7 .1 2
+ {..|. + .H-4-4444444-44444f444’444'44-f444444444444444 
-f LISTING OF OPPORTUNITY COST - TRADE OFFS 4
BEGINNING YEARSEQ. N0NDI8C0UNTED t DISCOUNTED AT 10.002
wo; XTEM TOTAL VALUE COST OR BENEFIT
8 CAMPING S IT E  -3 3 .2 5  -1 9 3 .6 3
CHANGE IN PROJECT PNU 193.63 (WITHOUT OPPORTUNITY COSTS)
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN) IRR • 18.672
(WITHOUT OPPORTUNITY COSTS)
4 4 . tt + f-H f 4 f + 4444 I 4444444444444444444 4444444 
4  SUMMARY REPORT
4 LISTING OF COMBINED ITEMS
4- DISCOUNTED AT 10.002
4FOR PROBLEM -  MULTIPLE OUTPUT 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
4444444444444444444444444444444444444 
4 A AND B OPTION COMPARISONS 4 
4 BASED ON RESPECTIVE RANKING RATES 4 
4444444444444444444444444444444444444
NOTE! WHEN EITHER THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A COST OR BENEFIT ITEM 
FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IS GREATER THAN THAT OF THE BASE.THE DIFFERENCE WILL BE POSITIVE. LIKEWISE WHEN THE ABSOLUTE 




TYPE BEGIN END RATE
1 1 1  0*00
1 30 30 2.00
1 20 20 2 .00
2 5 15 0 .00
2 S 15 0 .00
3 S 15 0 .0 0
52 3 15 0.001 0 0 2.00
1 30 30 2 .00
ITEM
SEO. COMBINATION . r u c r . T
N 0 . NO. D ESCR IP TIO N  COST B E N E FIT
!  -1 6 3 .8 6  6 27 .41
0 .0 0  2 6 .7 1
3  -1 9 3 .6 3  0 .0 0
| 0  F IN A L  HARVEST— I I  0 .0 0  6 2 .9 9
T O T A L S - -3 5 7 .3 0  7 1 7 .1 2
A LTE R N A TIV E : M ULTIPLE OUTPUT DISCOUNTED AT 1 0 .0 0 2
VERSUS BASE I TIMBER OUTPUT DISCOUNTED AT 8 .0 0 Z
SEQ. ADS<S A L T ) 'A B S (f B A S E >
NO. ITE M  COST B E N E F IT
1 IN IT IA L  HARVEST -1 0 0 .0 0
2 PLANTING COST -3 .0 3
3 FINAL HARVEST I -376.80
4 COMMERCIAL TH IN  1 9 9 .4 6
3 HUNTING LEASE 1 4 .3 6
6  F IS H IN G  LEASE— BASE 5 .8 2
7 F IS H IN G  LE A S E --IN C R E A S E  6 .3 3
8  CAMPING S IT E  1 9 3 .6 3
9 IN IT IA L  HARVEST 3 0 .0 0
10 FIN A L HARVEST— I I  6 2 .9 9
DISCOUNTED NET CHANGE FROM B A S E - 1 9 0 .6 0  -1 3 7 .6 3
CHAMor IN  PMU 6 -3 2 8 .2 3
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C R ITE R IA
B E N E FIT-C O S T R A TIO  
PRESENT NET NORTH 
ANNUAL EQUIVALENT VALUE OF PNU 






IR R I • 1 4 .6 92
IRR2 -  I4 .4 6 X
H I I I H I l H M M M f M I I I I H i m i M H t
♦ (V A LU A TIO N  Of PROJECT OR PROGRAM »
♦ IN F LA TIO N  RATE I 3 .0 0 X  4
t PLANNING PER IO D! 30 YEARS » *♦♦♦♦ m 444444 m m  4444 4(444 444 h m i
DISCOUNT RATES
44 44444444444444444444444444 44 4444+444 
♦ ORDERING OF PROJECTS OR PROGRAMS + 
4 BASED ON R ESPECTIVE RANKING RATES 4 
4444+444444444 44 4 4 44 +444444444 4+444444
RANKING
PROBLEM T IT L E  RATE
TIM BER OUTPUT 8 .0 0 X
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 0 .0 0X
44444444444 44 44444444 44-4444 44 4444 44 44 
4 MARGINAL AN ALYSIS  SUMMARY 4
4 BASED ON R ESPECTIVE RANKING RATES 4 
4 44 44 4 4 4444 44 44 4444 44 4444444 44444 4444
PROBLEM T IT L E
RANK I NO 
RATE • DISCOUNTED COST B E N E F IT MARGINAL CHANGES MARGINALCOST B E N E F IT. B/C R A TIO
TIMBER OUTPUT 
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT
8 .0 0 X  1 66 .90  8 3 4 .7 3
10*002 3 3 7 .3 0  7 1 7 .1 2 190.60 137.63 -0.7:
O P T1 STD1 OPT2 STD2 RANK
O.OOZ 5 .0 0 %  6 .88 %  1 0.00%  10.00%
1 6 .7 4  5 .0 2  3 .5 1  2 .0 1  2 .0 1
8 5 9 5 .0 3  1 9 0 4 .7 6  1 0 6 2 .5 7  3 5 9 .6 2  3 5 9 .6 2
110 .82  5 8 .0 8  4 0 .6 1  1 7 .2 9  1 7 .2 9
IN F IN IT Y  IN F IN IT Y  3 0 2 3 .0 8  5 3 8 .7 3  5 3 8 .7 3
IN F IN IT Y  4 3 4 4 .9 4  1 585.41  4 1 7 .7 3  4 1 7 .7 3
PROJECTS RANKED DY PRESENT NET WORTH PROJECTS RANKED BY B E N E F IT -C O S T  R A TIO
PROBLEM T I T L E  PNW PROBLEM T IT L E  B/C
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 3 5 9 .6 2  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 2 .0 1
TIMBER OUTPUT 6 8 7 .8 5  TIM BER OUTPUT 5 .1 2
PROJECTS RANKED BY ANNUAL EQ UIVALENT VALUE PROJECTS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T IT L E  AEV PROBLEM T I T L E  IRR
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 7 .2 9  TIMBER OUTPUT 1 3 .6 6
TIMBER OUTPUT 2 3 .0 2  M ULTIPLE OUTPUT 1 4 .4 6
PROJECTS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN PROJECTS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T IT L E  IRR1 PROBLEM T IT L E  IRR2
TIMBER OUTPUT 1 3 .7 4  TIM BER OUTPUT 1 3 .6 6
M U .T IP IE  OUTPUT 1 4 .6 9  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 4 .4 6
PROJECTS RANKED BY LAND EXPECTATIO N VALUE PROJECTS RANKED BY LAND EX P ECTA TIO N  VALUE
PROBLEM T IT L E  L E V I PROBLEM T IT L E  LEV2



















Note: After this manual was printed, MTVEST was modified to increase 
its flexibility and usefulness. The following describes the 
modification and should be considered an addition to the Pro­
gram Feature section which begins on page 15.
LEV Item Exclusion
MTVEST users may wish to assess the land expectation value of 
future rotations within the context of an existing stand. The next 
rotation will begin at some future time after conversion of the 
existing stand. Since land expectation value corresponds to bare 
land, it is necessary to distinguish between activities (record-type 6 
items) associated with the existing stand and those of the next 
rotation. This is accomplished by means of the LEV Item Exclusion 
feature. Users simply identify non-rotation items by means of special 
payment-type codes. Any item so coded will be excluded from land- 
expectation-value calculations. Normal payment-type codes 1, 2, 3 and 
4 are preceded by 8 to become 81, 82, 83 and 84. If an item is an
Input
I
6 1 1 I N I T I A L  HARVEST 81 0 0 2.00 0 . 0 0  1.00 100.00 
6 2 1 PLANTING COST 1 1 1  0.00  1.00 1.00 - 1 7 5 . 0 0  
6 3 1FINAL HARVEST I 1 50 50 2.00 50 .00  60 .00 1.00
opportunity cost, it Is preceded by a 9 (rather than a 5) to become 
91, 92, 93 and 94. MTVEST will screen all 8+ and 9+ payment-type 
codes to determine the largest payment ending year. That year will be 
defined as year zero of the next rotation, year one occurring in the 
next year. When users implement the item exclusion feature, MTVEST 
performs calculations on LEV-excluded items separately from LEV- 
LEV—included items. It calculates and displays the present net worth 
of excluded items and the land expectation value of Included items for 
year zero of the next rotation. MTVEST then discounts that land 
expectation value to the present and adds the present net worth of 
excluded items. For a timber situation, this total corresponds to the 
land plus timber value.
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f ♦♦♦t H+ + + ♦ H  H ♦ i H  f+ f M H  f H  ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
4 EVALUATION OF PROJECT OR PROGRAM 4 
f INFLATION RATE! 3.00% 4
f PLANNING PERI00: 50 YEARS 4
44» ti44H  44 4 44441 H 444 4 4 44 444 44 44 444
DISCOUNT RATES




n o t e :*«**
n o t e :
PNU AND IRR ARE RASED ON ONE PLANNING PERIOD*
IN CLUDING IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE INCREASES.
L E V I AND IRR1 ARE RASED ON PERPETUAL S ER IES  OF PLANNING PERIODS*
IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE INCREASES C O N TIN U IN G  DETOND F IR S T  PLANNING PER IO D . 
LCV2 AND IRR2 ARE RASED ON PERPETUAL S ER IES  OF PLANNING PERIODS*
IN F L A TIO N  AND VALUE INCREASES STOPPINO AFTER F IR S T  PLANNING P ER IO D .
L E V I AND LEV2 CORRESPOND TO YEAR ZERO OF 50 YEAR R O TATIO NS 
REGINNING IN  YEAR 1 .
+44444 44444 44444444444 *444444444444444 
4 ORDERING OF PROJECTS OR PROGRAMS 4 
4 BASED ON RESPECTIVE RANKING RATES 4 
44 444444 44 44444444 44444444444444444444








R O TATIO N *1
TIMBER OUTPUT 8 .0 0 2
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 0 .0 02
50 50 0
30 30 0
O P T! S T D l 0PT2  RANK STD?
C R IT E R IA  0 .0 0 *  3 .0 0 *  4 .B 8 X  8 .0 0 *  1 0 .0 0*
BENEFIT-COST RATIO 196.94 1 8 .3 4  H . I J  3 .1 2  * '.4S
PRESENT NET NORTH 3 3 3 1 8 .7 3  3 0 1 3 .2 4  1 2 0 2 .4 2  4 8 7 .8 3  2 3 7 .4 8
ANNUAL EQ U IVALENT VALUE OF PNU 1 3 4 .7 4  5 7 .4 2  3 3 .4 7  2 3 .0 2  • -
LAND E X P EC TA TIO N  VALUES -L E V I  IN F IN IT Y  IN F IN IT Y  2 0 0 5 .3 7  8 2 4 .3 4  1 43 .03
__L£V2 IN F IN IT Y  4 71 9 a48 1 3 0 0 .3 7  6 4 8 .4 6  1 43 .03
PNU OF NO N -R O TATIO N ITEM S 1 0 0 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0  1 00 .00
PNU OF N O N -R O TA TIO N  ITEM S PLUS
DISCOUNTED LE V I IN F IN IT Y  IN F IN IT Y  2 1 0 3 .3 7  0 2 4 .3 4
DISCOUNTED LEV2 IN F IN IT Y  4 0 1 0 .4 8  1 4 0 8 .3 7  7 4 8 .4 4  2 4 3 .0 3
PR O JEC TS RANKED BY PRESENT NET NORTH PROJECTS RANKED BY B E N E F IT -C O S T  R A TIO
PROBLEM T IT L E  PNU PROBLEM T I T L E  D/C
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 3 5 0 .4 2  M ULTIPLE OUTPUT 2 .0 1
TIM BER OUTPUT 6 8 7 .8 3  TIMBER OUTPUT 5 .1 2
PROJECTS RANKED BY ANNUAL EQ U IVALENT VALUE PROJECTS RANKED BY IN TERNAL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T IT L E  AEV PROBLEM T IT L E  IRR
u p l e  OUTPUT 1 7 .2 0  TIM BER OUTPUT 1 3 .4 4
: -B C R  OUTPUT 2 3 .0 2  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 1 4 .4 4
PROJECTS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN PROJECTS RANKED BY INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
PROBLEM T I T L E  IRR1 PROBLEM T IT L E  IRR2
TIMBER OUTPUT 1 1 .4 5  TIMBER OUTPUT 1 1 .3 7
HUi T IP L E  OUTPUT 1 3 .4 4  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 13*40
PROJECTS RANKED BY LAND EX P ECTA TIO N  VALUE PROJECTS RANKED BY LAND EX P EC TA TIO N  VALUE
PROBLEM T IT L E  L E V I PROBLEM T I T L E  LEV?
M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 4 7 1 .8 9  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 359*65
TIM BER OUTPUT 0 2 4 .3 4  TIMBER OUTPUT 6 4 8 .4 4
PROJECTS RANKED BY PNU NO N -R O TATIO N ITEM S PROJECTS RANKED BY PNU N O N -R O TA TIO N  ITEM S
PLUS DISCOUNTED LAND EX P ECTA TIO N  VALUE PLUS DISCOUNTED LAND E X P EC TA TIO N  VALIA-
PROBLEM T I T L E  LE V I PROBLEM T I T L E  LCV2
M U LTIP LE O UTPUT 5 2 1 .8 9  M U LTIP LE OUTPUT 4 0 9 .4 5
TIMBER OUTPUT 9 2 4 .3 4  TIMBER OUTPUT 7 4 8 .4 6

i1
